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"After listening to all these beautiful reports
about Sahaja Yoga, I Myself start wondering
how it has worked out so well and what must
have happened-that in those days of Kali Yuga
it has not only worked out but it is tangible-
scientifically we can prove it." A person's health
is the most important thing and it is to be
brought to a normal condition. This is basic to
Kundalini awakening. This is the special
blossom time which was promised-when so
many who were seekers of truth before have
taken birth as normal householders. Sahaja
Yoga will only work out with such people. The
position of the stars shows clearly how
everything has clicked together.

"It's all a Divine plan but in your case it is your
own decision because we are human beings
and you have been given freedom to choose.
It's your own decision to take to Sahaja Yoga.
This is the time when there are billions and
billions of seekers." Some of the Sahaja Yogis
went through a lot and worked very hard
before coming to Sahaja Yoga. "This has come
from your last lives-that you are seekers, but
you have been seekers also of the same type in
your last lives and you took birth now at this
moment with your decision that you have to
come to this earth. Maybe you are not aware of
it. But the second decision that you take is to
come to Sahaja Yoga." The false gurus have
many ways of publicizing and impressing
people-by wearing saffron clothes, for
example. They collect people, mesmerize them,
and so many are lost. "specially for the people
from America and all rich countries... it was
more alluring that you could pay for it because
they told Me that if you can p^y for it then you
are sure, you know what it is going on." In this
lifetime, many were brought up with the idea
that money gives validity.

"SahajaYoga started in a very small way, as you
know, with one person. I used to cure people...
and so many people were cured, but still they
would not come to Sahaja Yoga." They never
felt any responsibility to help others, but on the
contrary they would take many people to Shri
Matzji for curing. Also many Sahaja Yogis
started curing people but they found all the
people who were cured were useless and no
good for Sahaja Yoga. "So I told them, 'Use My
photograph... then you won't catch, and they
will develop that sbraddba, that sort of a
dedication-at least for the photograph. Then
gradually they'll come to Sahaja Yoga."

The second choice you have made is a decision
"that you are committed to Sahaja Yoga. You
could have done it as thousands of others have
done who just got cured and got out of it, or
who had some help and got out of it. But no,...
you are committed to it. This sense of
responsibilicy, this commitment is a sign of a
higher awareness; otherwise, what is there to
gain in Sahaja Yoga if you see from a material
point of view?" Doctors rrray be getting
frightened, thinking that if people are gerring
cured through Sahaja Yoga, what are they going
to do? How are they going to earn after
studying so long? "Of course, Sahaja Yoga is
definitely curing people----even en masse it can
cure people, no doubt. Still there are so many
left for the doctors to cure them so they
shouldn't worry about that point." Sahaja Yogi
doctors can easily help their patients without
going into diagnosis or other procedures. But
now "medicine has become a business. Vhen
we were studying medicine we had to
remember each and every prescription---every
word of it and the doctor had to prepare it, and
the compounder had to make it, and the doctor
was responsible. But nowadays there 
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industries which are creating these medicines-
like these antibiotics are prohibited to Sahaja
Yogis. For anything they'll give you antibiotics,
and it's a very, very dangerous thing to take
antibiotics." It's very easy for doctors to just
prescribe antibiotics and take the fees. "So the
whole thing has become so industrialized," and
natural, easy methods are not used.

"Under these circumstances we are now Sahaja
Yogis. I would say the Sahaja Yogis must have
full faith in themselves. First of all, they must
practice Sahaja Yoga zt least for ten, fifteen
minutes.... As Sahaja Yogis, as Sahaja Yoga
doctors, we have to think how we can reduce
the problems of this world. If you start weighing
everything in money, then it won't work out. If
the doctor just thinks that, 'I have to cure this
patient,' he cures that patient iust, say, without
taking money-it's very difficult... He might
think, 'Mother, how can I earn?' You have to
believe that this is Divine power. Still we are
sometimes on this mundane level.... The Divine
power provides you with everything. Now
believe Me in that. You want money, you will
have money-rro problem. Vhich way you will
have, you can't say. Any way. Suddenly you will
have money-as much you like. rVhatever you
will need money for, you will at least have that
provision. So this faith has to be very strong."

"You have to meditate and inculcate this faith
within your heart-that we can do all these
cures without taking any money, without
anything but there will be money for your use.
You won't become a rich man... butyou will be
a sensibly paid fellow.... They have told so
many miracles of health but about wealth, if I
have to tell you it will take at least 100 days....
Somehow everybody has gained a lot in wealth
also... but above all is your spiritual wealth
which is the one which gives you joy. \7hy do
you want money for? Money for getting joy. But
if you get joy, why do you want to have
money? It's a headache.... If you take that kind
of an attitude... you will have no problem."

"But I have seen after coming to Sahaja Yoga
also people start worrying about money too

much. Then sometimes thby get into troubles, I
know. You should not worry." Some people

- bring sick people to be cured; others take their
financial problems to Shri Mataji. "Afrerwards,
very late, sometimes, with some people, they
start saying, 'Mother, my vibrations are not
there.... I would like to feel the vibrations. I
would like to be one with the Divine.' If it is
the other way around, everything will work out.
First you should say, 'I should have my
vibrations. I should feel the Divine power.'
Once the Divine power is in your hand flowing,
what do you want? So now this where we lack.
I am not saying you should have blind faith, but
you should have shraddba, is an enlightened
faith within you where you should see that
something has happened, this has worked out,
so why not the other thing will work out also?
This, once it is established, you will really find
that all your so-called problems will dissolve
into something-no problems aL all."

"So for Sahaja Yogis it is very important that
they should meditate for L0, 15 minutes when
th.y are in niruicbara, in thoughtless
awareness, where they will grow spiritually.
Once you grow spiritually then the rest of the
things follow.... Supposing there is somebody
who can give everything... so why not get that?
... Immediately you will see that, as soon as you
fix your attention onto that, you will see that all
problerns will fizzle out absolutely. But that
kind of a faith... is rarely there, but now there
are so many who have found Sahaja Yoga so
miraculous, who have come up to it, and it
works."

A lady who was told she had cancer by one
doctor said with complete faith that she could
not possibly develop cancer because she's a
Sahaja Yogini. Vhen she went to another
doctor, he found there was no cancer. "Cancer
is all the time coming and going within our
body.... If you have faith, cancer can be worked
out only with prayer also. Any disease can be
worked out with prayer but this faith part is
very important. A Sahaja Yogi whose mother
had cancer prayed to Shri Mataji ro cure her
somehow. and she was cured. She was not a
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Sahaja Yogini, but the faith of this man cured
her.

"Now you know there is God. You know it. It's
actualization.... Now you all have become
realized souls, you have become utalis, you
have become Atma.saksbatkaris so now only
thing is have faith in yourself.--that's a11." The
difference between you and a great saint like
Nizamudin is that he had complete faith that he
was one with God. "That's the only point
sometimes missing in Sahaja Yoga which you
should try to have. Once you have that, we'll
solve all the problems of the world. All these
conditionings, all this ego will drop out like

that, so try to understand that such a great
responsibility is on you people." There were
only a few saints before at any time, ,,but now
you are so many. The responsibility is to
transform the whole world and to help the
whole world is on you. And a simple thing is to
have faith. Trust yourself and have faith. i am
sure one day you all will be able to cure many,
to help many, give realization to them,
transform them. As it is, I am seventy years of
age, and now you all have to come out and
give realizations to people and transform this
world. It's very important-by which we solve
all our problems. It is very important to
understand. May God bless you."

"\We all have gathered here on top of this
beautiful mountain to celebrate the resurrection
of Christ. It's very significant for Sahaja Yogis to
understand the great event of His resurrection
by which He showed that the Spirit does not
die. He was the Omkara, He was the Logos,
and He was the Spirit. That is why He could
walk on the water." Ve have made a film which
shows the relationships between the Moola-
dhara and the carbon atom: one can see a
swastika when viewed from right to left, the
omlara when seen from left to right, and the
alpha and omega when viewed from downward
upward. That proves beyond doubt, scientifical-
ly, that Christ was saying that He was the
incarnation of Shri Ganesha when He said, "I
am the A1pha, and I am the Omega."

His was an incarnztion that was "very remark-
able and very important for our ascent. If He
had not resurrected Himself. we could not have

achieved our ascent at all.... The resurrection of
Christ is evident now in your own life-what you
were before and what you are today. It is such
a change, such a difference, such a transforma-
tion. It is His. own sacrifice on the cross, and
His own beautiful resurrection has created a
way for all of us to get into this new trans-
formed state." Christ was holiness and purity so
His resurrection is nothing but a physical
happening "because He did not need trans-
formation. He did not have to go through any
cleansing." His resurrection from death "symbol-
izes the life of human beings without spirituality
is like a death because they do everything
without any understanding abour the totaliry,
about the reality, about the absolute truth.
Vhatever they do ultimately takes them to their
destruction."

"Even the religions which are established by
these great incarnations are absolutely on a
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decline. You do not find any trace of religious
life with all those people who claim that they
?re the ones who can represent those
incarnations." In a subtle way, it's very painful
that, in the name of all these great incarnations,
people are doing horrible things all over the
world because they have no fear of God. Here
the "Catholic Church has been exposed.
Everywhere people are seeing all these false
things have been exposed. But these false
things they have used under a guard of God,
spirituality and good. That's the best way you
can hide all the cruelry, all the violence, all the
ugliness..,. And it has gone into such a state that
you do not find the slightest, even tinge of
religious life among these people."

All the thieves, crooks and intriguers of the
world have taken over because what was
written in all the books and scriptures-that you
have to seek yourself-was never done. Christ
has said many times, "Know thyself." and "You
have to be born again." "So immediately we
take a certificate, 'I am born again,' and start
taking advantage of that kind of a certificate."
But they don't realize that, at the most, they
might have made some money or had some
superficial powers, but they have not benefited
innately. "One must pity their insanity-the way
they have taken to Christ's life or to anybody
else's life of such a noble and a higher value
system and are doing all very low graded
things."

"In Sahaja Yoga now you have transformed
yourself. I would say your Kundalini has done
the job. But still the difference between Christ
and you is thirthat you are coming from that
environment, that style of life, that kind of
thinking which was all for your destruction....
So when you are coming out of it, still these
things hang over, still you get affected by them.
Even when you are rising higher and higher,
you find suddenly you are again pushed down
to some sort of funny situation, to some sort of
degrading things. Of course, sometimes you are
shocked at yourself, sometimes you accept all
that."

"So for a Sahaja Yogi it is very important that
after coming to realization, he has to be very
introspective, Instead of seeing the bad of
others, he should try to see what is bad within
himself. It is very important that you have ro
know how far you are going towards your
spirituality." Christ did not need to inrrospecr.
He was beyond any corruption and for Him it
was just a physical transformation. "But for us it
is very different. rVe are now Sahaja Yogis, but
'we v/ere ordinary human beings. \fe had no
light within us. Now the light comes within us
and... we have to become the light itself. Christ
was the light. He did not have to become....
Now you have to guard on the way this light
might get disturbed, might be reduced, or rrrzy
be completely extinguished. "

If you see the light, it is not proper because it
means you have not become the light. "'When
you are the light, then in that light you can
easily see how your mind works, what ideas it
gives, what affects your mind while you are
ascending." Is it from worry, from your
responsibilities, or from your bad habits "that
there is an impediment in your growth as a
spiritual personality? So you have to guard
yourself all the time and see for yourself how
you are progressing. It's a very beautiful
journey."

"Now you are a realized soul.... Now what is
missing is the idea that we are absolutely all
right and nothing can harm us, nothing can
bring us down. If you develop such an
egoistical idea, it's not going to help you at all.
\0hat you have to do is to all the time introspect
yourself. That's what meditation is for-to see for
yourself how you are keeping up your spiritual
ascent. No one else can do it. It's your own
individual work." The collective will immed-
iately know which chakras you are catching,
even though they may not say so, but they
won't know their own problems. "So if
somebody tells you that, 'I think this chakra is
catching,' you should never, never feel bad
about it because, by keeping that chakra intact,
you are ruining your whole life." You have to
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be mature enough to know that it's a great
blessing that it has been pointed out.

"Now the problem with us is that we have
achieved lot of development within ourselves
and we have consolidated it. Also we have a
great collective force-I can see in every country.
'\Ve can give realiza[ions to so many and we can
really establish all these great truths in our
lives.... But there is one point on which one
should not be very sure that you have
absolutely reached the last truth.... I have seen
people who go very high in Sahaja Yoga, come
up very high, and suddenly go down very low.
It makes me very sad, extremely sad. The
reason is that they have no faith-faith in
themselves and faith in Sahaja... . Sahaj means
there is the Divine Power, and this all-pervading
Divine power is looking after us." You have felt
it and known it. "But even knowing that, it has
not become such a faith in you." This is the
faith of the enlightened mind about which
Christ has talked-nor blind fairh. \fith blind
faith you might make mistakes, while with
enlightened faith, you become extremely
powerful. "There cannot be any problems if
your faith is enlightened."

In Sahaja Yoga there are many people who are
very steady, upright, and very valuable. But
those who are not yet so steady think they are
still dwindling on some sort of funny waters of
life. Christ "knew everything so He was sure
about it-He never bothered, He never
dwindled, never doubted. He knew that He is
the Son of God" and He never challenged or
doubted it. "tVhile the other people----even
Sahaja Yogis-have to become like Chrisr as far
as the faith is concerned." Christ went into
crucifixion knowing it was just a drama, "and
there's nothing serious, nothing is going to
matter, and that He was going to resurrect
himself.... in His heart knew everyrhing-rhar
'These people who are rnocking don't know
what I am.' But at the same time He was the
embodiment of faith-faith in Himself, and in
this all pervading power. This never lers you
down, but for that you have to have absolute

faith. Supposing I have someone on whom I
have faith. Naturally I will give him all the
work, I will trust everything, I will keep the
keys with him, all the money with him-never
doubt such a person. In the same way, if you
have faith, faith in yourself, faith in SahajaYoga
where you are established, you'll be surprised
how things will work out, how life will improve
and you will be standing on the rocks." You'll
have no doubts, problems, or diseases.

"Now this faith, how do you get it? There's no
course or literature about it. "But there is an
awakening within you which will ask, ''What am
I? Vhat have I achieved?... rVhat have I got out
of Sahaja Yoga?' All these questions will come
to you." Enlightened faith is established by
many smali and even in big miracles in life-in
ways you never expected. "So now you know...
that you are now very nicely in Sahaja Yoga.
For example, it starts raining. Half of you would
get worried about it, 'Why it's raining?' but they
will know that there's 

^ 
very beautiful roof,

nothing can happen.... In the same way, this
faith within us has to be absolutely solid. And
that makes you extremely strong, and makes
you responsible for the resurrection of
thousands and thousands and thousands and
thousands.... Onlyby our own establishment, by
our own understanding, by our own
observation, that we settle into ourselves, we
settle into Sahaja Yoga. It's something
remarkable that it has happened, it is happening
and should happen to all of you. You all should
have the chance to know your spirit and to
know yourself."

"So one has to have faith in oneself." Some
Sahaja Yoginis think they're no good or useless.
Then we should ask for it, or jusr think about it,
or pay attention, and "it will work out because
this all pervading power is the only real power.
All the rest of the powers are useless. And it's
so very efficient, so compassionate that in the
split of a second it can work out things."
Someone from Australia was deceived and
bought some expensive land that he couldn't
pay for, for which he could be put in jail. He
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became very upset, and people tried to help
him solve the problem. Shri Mataji told him in
a letter to have faith in himself. Then a miracle
happened-somebody else offered a much
higher price for the land. "Nothing worked
out... only his faith." There are many miracles
like that, not just financial ones. "After
realization, if you do not have faith, that shows
you are 

^very 
poor personaliry." It is surprising

that even after realization, "people do not have
faith in themselves. Those who have had have
really achieved so much."

"Now the difference berween us and Christ is
that faith was part and parcel of His being. It
was not that He had to haue faith-He u)c,s
faith. Now we have to have. We have to believe
in ourselves." In so many incidents, just faith
has helped. In Romania, alady in a wheelchair
came on the stage. She had faith that Shri Mataji
could cure her, and then she got up and started
running. Everybody was surprised because she
was not a Sahaja Yogini. Shri Mataji said, "'See
her faith.' because when there is faith, all the
Deities take it up. They are challenged. They
have to do it. They have shown faith in that
person. As I have told you, always in Sahaja
Yoga we trust people.... One among hundred
might deceive us-doesn't matter, we trust. That
faith you put in that person works in his mind
also-that they have put so much faith in me."
Also if you show faith in the Deities,
immediately they work out.

"You can control anything if your faith is under
control." Faith "is the challenge to this all
pervading power which organizes, which
knows everything, which is so intelligent,
efficient-above all, it loves you. And then you
show faith. The resurrection in Sahaja Yoga is
that your faith is solid. This you have to
achieve. Solid faith." Then people don't mind
whether or not they meet Shri Mataji, or if they
get lost because they know that everything is
for our good, for our benevolence. Christ was to
be crucified but He knew it was fated and He
had to do it. "He didn't want anyone to share
His problems. But this faith in Him gave Him

such tremendous powers. He could have done
anything. He could have killed all these people
who were trying to persecute him----easily... but
He knew He had to go through all that....
lJltimately, He's the one who is victorious."

"In the same way, a Sahaja Yogi has to look at
one's own life. It's avery precious life..., In the
evolutionary process, how many will become
Sahaja Yogis, I can't say." Looking at the world,
"you start feeling that most of it is going to be
destroyed or finished. Most of the people are
not going to be there. Not that we are not
available, but because they are not fated to
come to Sahaia Yoga. They are not meant to
come to Sahaja Yoga. So you are so fortunate
that you have got your realization, your
resurrection. But now have faith in that
resurrection of yours... that is your being now,
and with that you will know how precious you
are for the whole wodd, and that you are not to
think of material gains, physical gains, or some
emotional gains, but spiritual gains. Vhat have
we done for spirituality----our own and of
others? It's the only thing you have to think
about and you'll be amazed-everything is
organized, everything works out, everything in
its own time shows its own results."

"Now I am sure at least 80 percent of you
believe in what I am saying-maybe 90 percent.
There could be about 10 percent who still think
that, 'All right, Mother says so, but then why it
happened?"' In a conversation with a journalist
who said he couldn't believe in God because
there are so many miseries in this wodd, Shri
Mataji said that if he were sitting in the realm of
the Congress government, the situation would
be explainable. "You have not yet gone into the
realm of God. If you go to that state and if you
achieve it and if you settle down, then tell Me,
'Have you any problems?' None. I said, 'Vhy do
you see to the negative side?' Now if you say
that there is a way out and that there is a
solution, and that a time can come when in this
race of Sahaja Yogis, there will be no diseases,
no troubles-nothing, no problems-so why
not see this? Vhy do you want to see one boy
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who is blind? But why don't you see that the
blind become all right?"

"So this kind of negative attitude also Sahaja
Yogis can have." They take sick people to be
cured by Shri Mataii instead of curing them
themselves with their faith. \X/hen a Sahaja Yogi
asked for his uncle, who was dying of cancer,
to be cured, it worked out-ven though his
uncle was not a Sahaja Yogi, because it was a
Sahaja Yogi who asked, and the Deities stood
by it.

"One has to believe in oneself fully--that if
these powers are with us, why not we use it?
\(hy not we develop that complete faith that we
are now Sahaja Yogis, s/e are in the Kingdom
of God, and that this power is going to look
after us? Then we'll have no choices. We'll have
no hesitation." We won't bother if we have to
go to some remote country or anywhere. "We

are still in the Kingdom of God-wherever we
go is perfectly all right, and no worry of any
kind." Ve are slaves of our watches, of
condi[ionings. "Everything drops out.... What
does it matter? Nothing is important. As long as
you are with yourself, everything is all right."
\7hen you have complere faith in yourself then
you don't bother about material comforts. "You
are lobking for the comfort of your spirit....
Nothing can bind you. Nothing can pull you
down. No habit can come back on you because
faith will purify you completely. It wilt enlighten
you, it will nourish you."

This faith cannot be put into your heads or your
hearts. "It's a state which you have to achieve,
and which you can achieve through Sahaja
Yoga. That's how our resurrection will be
complete, would be established, would be
effective, and for the whole world will be a
model. May God bless you."

Article b1t Akbar Samir, Gerrnany

Introduction

Lately our Holy Mother's attention is very much
on the Muslims. Whenever She sees Muslim
Sahaja Yogis She talks about fanaticism or
fundamentalism. She always says, "'What can we
do about them?" In the following article, we are
going to tell you how Shri Mataji shows us how
we can go to the heart of these people and give
them their self-realization. Therefore, we desire
that all the Sahaja Yogis of the world pur rheir
attention on the Muslim people and as much as
possible, give them realization and show them
the reality. We have already requested Shri

Mataji if we could give special public programs
for Muslims in the big cities of the world, and
She was overjoyed by the proposal. Therefore
we request all the Muslims in Sahaja Yoga all
over the world, if it's possible, to organize some
public programs for the Muslims.

The Drzma

Just before Shri Mataji's 70th Birthday Puja in
New Delhi, Shri Mataii had been warned that
there might be some problems from the
Muslims living in the area who were followers
of a famous Sufi saint, Nizamudin. It seems the
police were a bit concerned about our safery in
view of all the bombings in Calcurra and
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Bombay. Shri Mataji said it could not happen
because they are followers of Nizamudin who
was a realized soul. She then asked the Sahaja
Yogis to go and visit the Nizamudin Temple and
place flowers on his tomb. About 250 Sahaja
Yogis went to the temple with flowers which
they had bought and placed in a cbardar (a
cloth which holds flowers).

\7hen they entered the courtyard of the temple,
the Sahaja Yogis saw a group of Nizamudin
followers wearing their special hats, singing
qaualis, There were also about 50 or 50 of the
Sufis working on the temple grounds. The
Sahaja Yogis entered the temple and circled the
saint's tomb. They laid the cbardaron his tomb
and then began chanting Allab Ho Akbar 1.5
times. After that, they went back out to the
courtyard to join the qautali singers. They were
amazed when they saw the Sahaia Yogis
dressed in kurtas and in saris calling Allah's
name. The Sahaja Yogis sat with the qauali
singers and joined in the chorus with Allab Ho,
and later they sang sor':re qaualls as well.

After the singing session, the Sahaja Yogis
invited the Muslims (Sufis) come to the follow-
up program which was going to be given that
day at our campgrounds, and where Shri Mataji
was expected. At 1 p*, they walked into the
hall which was filled with seekers and Sahaja
Yogis, following a tall, elderly man with a long
white beard who was dressed in a bright orange
kurta and a big orange hat. The other Sufis
were wearing qaualihats. Shri Mataji, who had
been sitting on the stage listening to bhajans,
waved to the group to come up to the stage. As
they went up the stairs, Shri Mataji got up from
Her chair and walked towards the Pi4 the
master of the Sufi order, to greet him. He then
took out a shawl and wrapped it around our
Holy Mother. This is the highest honour which
can be given by a Sufi.

Shri Mataji then spoke in Hindi about the
Muslim problem. She said that God is one, and
that you have to forgive. She talked for about
75 to 20 minutes, then She got up from Her

chair and again gave the Sufi pir Qeader) a
small bunch of flowers which She had been
holding in Her lap (something we had never
seen Shri Mataji do before). Afrer thar, rhe
Sahaja Yogis began singing qaualis, and the
Sufi qausalisingers went ro join them. \7hen the
pir got up to leave, he first kneeled down to
speak to Shri M^t^i| His face was beaming and
one could see he was full of vibrations. He
invited Shri Mataji ro come down and to bless
the Sufi Temple. He said that they would not
eat unless Shri Maraji joined them (it was srill
ramadan when Muslims can eat only once a
day, after sundown). Shri Mataji smiled and
agreed.

At about 4:i0 pm, Shri Mataji went down to the
temple, She talked to the group of Sufis who
were sitting on the floor and stretching out their
hands to receive the vibrations. She then asked
them, "Do you feel the ntb in your hands? They
all nodded their heads. Then Shri Mataji was
invited into the private quarters of the Pir
(where no woman is allowed to enter). Once
inside, Shri Mataji worked on rhe Sufis. After
that, the food was brought in big pots and Shri
Mataji was asked to bless it. Before leaving, She
vibrated the food and sampled a little from each

Pot.

By creating this drama, our Divine Mother
showed us how She put Her love and
compassion in these people to spread Her
message through them to all the Muslims.

Quotations ftom the Koran

If one reads the Koran after self-realization, one
can see a lot of metaphors which Mohammed
used to depict the "event" where one is
resurrected (the Kundalini is awakened). Many
of the references to nature seem to have a
double meaning because at that time he
couldn't speak openly about Kundalini
awakening.

The following are excerpts from suras from the
Koran which can be interpreted as "sahaia":
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tr That is \iVho created the earth, the sky, and
everything in between in six days (six chakras)
and then on the seventh day created the
Kingdom (Sahasrara).

tr Then He started creating the sky. There was
only steam (Kundalini). He told the steam and
the air, "\trith love you start creating." In two
days He created seven skies, and to each sky
He gave a special order (like each chakra has a
deity and its special qualities).

tr He decorated the closest sky to Him (Agnya)
with light, and He takes care of that one.

tr God created two creatures, devils and human
beings. (He put realized souls in a third
categorf.) These two creatures started to take us
away from the Divine. Mohammed says, "Oh
God, please expose to us these two kinds of
creatures which can take us away from You,
and the way to recognize them and to bring
down their value under our feet (shoe beating).

E Resurrection will happen one day. u7hat do
you know before this happening? Ordinary
people will deny it. \[hen you hear the sound
of the conch, the earth and the mountains (ego
and super ego) will open! On this day, the
resurrection will take place and the sky
(Sahasrara) will open.

tr On that day, the sky (Brahmananda) will
open and the angels will surround the sky.
Eight angels will carry the message of the
Divine. On this day, they will call you. Nothing
can be hidden by you. They will give you
letters based on yourprevious actions. Everyone
will get his account. If you get the letter on the
right hand side, it means you have done good
actions. Then you will go straight to Heaven. In
Heaven, whatever you \ /ant is already there.
But if they give you your letter in your left hand
side, you will say, "Oh God, please spare me
this letter. i didn't know what was my account.
Maybe it's better that death calls on me
quickly." These are the people who didn't
believe in God.

tr Ve see sometimes that the earth is dry. Then
you try to give it water (Kundalini). Then the
earth will get new life. Then it will grow. The
one who can awaken the earth can also can
awaken the dead. He is able to do everything.
He is God Almighty.

tr He is the God of the sky. He is the God of
the earth. He is full of love and full of wisdom,
and He is great. He is the king of rhe sky
(Sahasrara) and the earrh (Mooladhara) and
whatever is in between. The knowledge is with
Him. Ve have to return to Him.

tr From the sky until the earth there is so much
wisdom which you can use for all your work.
0Vhen the chakras are open, you get the
wisdom.)

tr Vhen you believe in God (a realized soul),
then God sends so many guardians to protect
you.

tr Vhatever is in the sky and the earth, the
angels and the creatures, they will bow to God
and none of them will make himself big (ego).
God has told us, "Don't take two gods. \7'hy?
Because God is only one, and you have to fear
only in Me. \X/hy do you have fear of anything
except God?

tr \[hen I heard the Message, I accepted that
and whoever accepts that becomes his own
God. (\X/hen you are realized, you become your
own God. You become the Spirit.)

Sayings of Motrarnmed

The wisdom of the believer is to get up in the
night and his honour is to be needless from
others.

The word which comes from the heart will sit in
the heart.

The beginning of the prayer is silence (thought-
lessness).

Make cool your food until it gers blessed
(vibrate it).
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Don't hesitate to bow towards God because
every bow will take you one level higher and
purify your sins (clearing out).

God orders you to do the namahs (prayer) so
when you do the namabs, don't look to the left
or right. \7hen you pray to God, He is in front
of you. (\Vhen you meditate, you are not in the
past or the future, but in the present.)

Those people who say God is only one and
they believe and establish themselves will have
no fear and they will not feel sadness,

On vour hand is God's hand.

Ordinary people say, .We believe in God.'Tell
them, 'You don't believe in God.'They say, 'We
will become Muslims.'Tell them, 'Srill the belief
is not awakened in your hearts.'

Vhen your belief is pure, then a little
meditation is enough for you.

Vhenever you want to do something, hesitate
one second until God will show you what to
do.

\7'hen you get your resurrection, then in your
hand there is a seed. If you can, sprout it in
others. (\lVhen you get your self-realization, then
you have the power to give to others.)

M"y

Ve
Fr-Su

Tu-Fr

June

Fr-Su

July

Fr-Su
Th-Sa
Mo-Ve
Fr-Su
Tu-Th
Sa-Mo
Ve-Sa

1.1.-1.4

4-4

24
8-L0
1,2-14
1G18
20-22
24-25
28-31.

5
7-9

Sahasrara Day
Sahasrara Puja, Cabella,ltaly, organized by United
Kingdom
Turkey (Istanbul)

Adi Shakti Puja, Cabella,Italy, organizedby
Germany/Austria

Guru Puja, Cabella, Italy, organized by Italy
Basel, Switzedand
Paris, France
Belgium/Holland
Bedin and Hamburg, Germany
Prague
Russia Tour begins (Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev)
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August

Su-Su
Fr-Su

Th-Su
Mo-We
Fr-Su
Tu

September

\fe-Th
Fr-Su
\(/+Fr
Sa-Su

2&-30

October

Me\fe
Fr-Su
Tu-Th
Sa-Mo
Fr-Su

\fe-Sa

November

Fr-Su

1{
1T1.5

79-22
2T25
27-29
3I

1-2
17-79
22--24
25-25

Tu-Th

M
8-10
72-74
15_l8
22-24

27-30

Russia Tour continues (Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev)
Krishna Puja, Cabella,Italy, organized by North and
South Americas
United Kingdom
Poland
Romania
Bulgaria Tour begins

Bulgaria Tour continues
Ganesha Puja, Cabella, Italy, organized by Switzerland
Budapest
Intemational Symposium against Racism and
Fundamentalism, Budapest
Vienna. Austria

New York
Cincinnati/Toronto
Vancouver/Los Angeles
\(iashington, DC
Navaratri Puja, Cabella,Italy, orgarized by Holland/
Belgium/Spain
Spain and Toulouse, France

72-74 Diwali Puja, Cabella,Italy, organized by France
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